
Martin Beck Andersen
Experienced Front-End Engineer
 
Focused on building exceptional and accessible 
products for the web. martin-beck-andersen.com

+30 697 894 9020 / +45 30 89 16 46

martinbeck.and@gmail.com

linkedin.com/in/martin-beck-andersen-b57957123

Experience
2021— PRESENT

Building a high-end, holistic platform for the energy sector. Working 
alongside the product team and the software department to lead, 
research and architecture technical solutions to fulfill business 
needs. Lead and facilitate company-wide initiatives and 
accessibility initiatives such as agile, best practices and technical
documentation.

Lead Engineer · i4energy

2016— PRESENT

Deliver high quality solutions for various clients, working together 
with an individual contact person, or a team.
Solutions can vary from digital marketing to branding, design, 
and/or development at any stage the client is in.

Freelancer

2021— 2021

Building and maintaining a high-end, holistic platform for the 
energy sector. Working alongside the product team and the 
software department to develop and maintain the product in 
accordance to business requirements. Collaborate with product 
managers and cross team engineers to transform business 
concepts into production realities.

Front-End Engineer · MAS S.A

2020— 2021

Deliver high-quality, robust production code for a diverse array of 
clients, including Spitishop, e-professor, Thanopoulos and many 
more. Work alongside creative directors to facilitate development 
and build pixel perfect technical solutions to fulfill business 
requirements.

Full-Stack Engineer · SLEED

2017— 2018

Developing a web based consultancy portal for consultants and 
businesses, including advanced consultant and business 
matching, management and financial system. Working closely 
together with the CEO to conceptualize the idea and product until 
deployment.

IT Designer · ST Consult ApS

2017— 2017

Tutoring the Multimedia Design students in HTML5, CSS3 
and SEO, leveraging my knowledge as a previous 
after-school homework and assignments helper.

Tutor · Business Academy SouthWest 

2016— 2016

Developing web based solutions for various clients, including 
SME’s in the on-premise science park.

Intern · Haug IT ApS

Skills
Programming Languages
JavaScript, TypeScript, HTML5, CSS3, SASS, LESS, PHP, MySQL.

Libraries and Frameworks
React, Next.js, Backbone, Angular, Node.js, Deno, Tailwind, Bootstrap, Symphony, 
React-Grid-Layout, JointJS+.

Tools & Platforms
Git, GitHub, Vercel, MongoDB, Docker, Prestashop, WordPress, Illustrator, Photoshop, 
InDesign, Premiere Pro, After Effects.

Selected Projects

A purpose-built digital energy ecosystem, specifically developed to offer Producers, 
Consumers and Aggregators a tool to manage complex energy portfolios, developed with 
React, TypeScript, Redux-Toolkit and much more.

ACROSS™

A commercial website for a company dealing with footcare. 
Developed with WordPress, jQuery, Bootstrap, PHP and MySQL.

Podia Footcare

An online e-learning platform, specializing in the Greek secondary 
education and foreign languages. Live teaching, individual and 
group lessons, preparation for national school exams. Developed 
with WordPress, jQuery, Bootstrap, PHP and MySQL.

e-professor

A commercial website developed with WordPress for a company 
dealing with data analytics market intelligence. Developed with 
WordPress, jQuery, Bootstrap, PHP and MySQL.

Convert Group

An online optical store, with an original history dating all the way 
back to 1932. It offers all the popular brands and has a virtual tour 
of the physical store, as well as a virtual try-on feature.

Dimitriadis Optics

Education
Business Academy SouthWest
AP in Multimedia Design & Communication with a past in 
Computer Science.

Science, technology, ping pong, music, 
sightseeing, movies and shows.

Interests & Hobbies


